
The
Adolescent
Authenticity (that may show up
rebellious), transformation, and how we
form relationships...

The Power of the Archetypes Series:



“Adolescence is like having only enough light to see the
step directly in front of you.”

 
― Sarah Addison Allen, The Girl Who Chased the Moon



What we'll cover
About Me
About Archetypes
Visualization
About the Adolescent
How we use the Adolescent
Resources





About
Archetypes



Three
Competencies of
Archetypal
Energies--->

#1 Understanding the power of the
archetype:
What are its gifts, shadows, and extremes? When
is this archetype useful? Tapping into the energy.

#2 Empowered Archetypes:
Learning to shift into different energies as
needed. Being more mindful of the energy we
hold and what would be best. Skills sharpened
specific to each archetype.

#3  Mastering the energies:
Learn to dial in your archetypal energies to what
is needed. Tune into the best gifts of each ad use
them mindfully to empower yourself.



Imagine a woman...
 



Gifts of the
Adolescent
Energy

#1 Change-maker
         ~Who am I now & what does 
            that mean?

#2 Moving through transitions
         ~Cocooning
         ~Surrender

#3 Search for authenticity
         ~In favor of self-authority
         ~Testing beliefs

#4 Learning about relationships
& the world
         ~She is still learning
         ~ Moldable, forming



Skills of the Adolescent Energy:
Inviting S.H.I.F.T.

Something Ain't Right

Honing In and Honoring

I got it! A-HA!Fear & Fortitude

Transformation



Shadows of the
Adolescent
Energy

Hasn’t accepted that change is part of life
ongoing
Yells to be heard 
Gives up rather than moving through the
emotions & enduring
Having a hard time forgiving themselves for
not knowing or flaws.
Shaming themselves for not knowing better,
therefore being closed to future learning.
Acting in a way that does not really get what
we want in a good way.
We can seek approval by acting like we don’t
want or need it, or we can act out in self-
sabotage.
Understanding intent vs. impact: people
aren’t necessarily trying to hurt me, they are
just making choices for themselves (still
centering themselves as a child.)



How we use our
Adolescent:

To move through major transitions
To validate & explore our own authenticity
To make big changes
To explore relationships 
To question authority, tradition, and useless 'rules'
To make positive changes for ourselves and others
To stand up to those who perpetuate a system of behavior
that doesn't work.

Questions to ask
the Adolescent:

Who am I?
What do I need right now?
How can this be better?
What am I seeking validation for?
What do I want out of life?
What do I want out of relationships?
How do I want to show up in the world?
What is the next step?



Discover Your Woman Within - Char Tosi
The Adolescent Psyche: Jungian and Winnicottian
Perspectives - Richard Frankel

Resources



Want to learn
more and connect
more deeply with
the Adolescent?

March 7
9 am -12 pm Pacific/ 12-3 pm Eastern



Want to learn
more and connect
more deeply with
more archetypes?

April - 6-month connection
 



Next Free
Archetype

Workshop: The
Warrior

March 21 @ 10 am Pacific/ 1 pm Eastern



Questions?


